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ABSTRACT 

An attempt has been made in this study to take the opinion of the people about work of Indian Government to 

Control Corona Virus (Covid-19) in Jind region of Haryana. People opinion about work of Indian Government to Control 

Corona Virus (Covid-19) in Jind region of Haryana were considered as identification variables. Using questionnaire as a 

research instrument, 100 sets of questionnaires had been felled by people on Google docs (online). Pie- diagram was used 

to present the findings opinion of the people about work of Indian Government to Control Corona Virus (Covid-19) in Jind 

region of Haryana. It was found that about 98% of people are satisfied with the work of Indian Government to Control 

Corona Virus (Covid-19) in Jind region of Haryana. About 97% of people are agreeing with that Lockdown is the only 

best way to control Corona Virus (Covid-19). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Corona viruses are a group of related viruses that cause diseases in mammals and birds. In humans, corona viruses 

cause respiratory tract infections that can range from mild to lethal. Mild illnesses include some cases of the common 

cold (which has other possible causes, predominantly rhinoviruses), while more lethal varieties can cause SARS, MERS, 

and COVID-19. Symptoms in other species vary: in chickens, they cause an upper respiratory tract disease, while in cows 

and pigs they cause diarrhea. There are yet to be vaccines or antiviral drugs to prevent or treat human corona irus 

infections. 

History 

There are various theories about, where the very first case (the so-called patient zero) may have originated. The first known 

case may trace back to 1 December 2019 in Wuhan, Hubei, China. Within a month, the number of corona virus cases in 

Hubei gradually increased. These were mostly linked to the Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market, which also sold live 

animals, and one theory is that the virus came from one of these animals; or, in other words, has a zoonotic origin. 

A pneumonia cluster of unknown cause was observed on 26 December and treated by the doctor Zhang Jixian in 

Hubei Provincial Hospital, who informed the Wuhan Jianghan CDC on 27 December. On 30 December, a group of doctors 

at Wuhan Central Hospital alerted their colleagues of a "SARS-like corona irus". The Wuhan Municipal Health 
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Commission released a public notice on 31 December. Eight of these doctors, including Li Wenliang, were then 

admonished by the police for spreading supposedly false rumors, and another, Ai Fen, was reprimanded by her superiors 

for raising the alarm. Enough cases of unknown pneumonia had been reported to health authorities in Wuhan to trigger an 

investigation in early January. 

During the early stages of the outbreak, the number of cases doubled approximately every seven and a half 

days. In early and mid-January 2020, the virus spread to other Chinese provinces, helped by the Chinese New Year 

migration and Wuhan being a transport hub and major rail interchange. On 20 January, China reported nearly 140 new 

cases in one day, including two people in Beijing and one in Shenzhen. Later, official data shows that 6,174 people had 

already developed symptoms by 20 January 2020. 

By 26 March, the United States had overtaken China and Italy with the highest number of confirmed cases in the 

world. Research on corona virus genomes indicates the majority of COVID-19 cases in New York came from European 

travelers, rather than directly from China or any other Asian country. 

As of 12 April 2020, more than 2.62 million cases have been reported worldwide; more than 183,000 people have 

died and more than 710,000 have recovered. 

Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) 

In December 2019, a pneumonia outbreak was reported in Wuhan, China. On 31 December 2019, the outbreak was traced 

to a novel strain of corona virus, which was given the interim name 2019-nCoV by the World Health Organization 

(WHO), later renamed SARS-CoV-2 by the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses. Some researchers have 

suggested that the Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market may not be the original source of viral transmission to humans. 

As of 23 April 2020, there have been at least 183,120 confirmed deaths and more than 2,624,846 confirmed cases 

in the corona virus pneumonia pandemic. The Wuhan strain has been identified as a new strain of Beta corona virus from 

group 2B, with approximately 70% genetic similarity to the SARS-CoV. The virus has a 96% similarity to a bat corona 

virus, so it is widely suspected to originate from bats as well. The pandemic has resulted in travel restrictions and 

nationwide lockdowns in several countries. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

• To get the opinion of the people about work of Indian Government, to Control Corona Virus (Covid-19) in Jind 

region of Haryana. 

• To find the satisfaction level of people from work of Indian Government to Control Corona Virus (Covid-19) in 

Jind region of Haryana. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

• Sasmita Poudel Adhikari etal. Infectious Diseases of Poverty, 2020 Epidemiology, causes, clinical manifestation 

and diagnosis, prevention and control of corona virus disease (COVID-19) during the early outbreak period: a 

scoping review. 

• P. Oba et al. Porcine Health Management, 2020 Status and gaps of research on respiratory disease pathogens of 

swine in Africa. 
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• Al Mana et al. Pathogens, 2019 the Current Status of Cytomegalovirus (CMV) Prevalence in the MENA Region: 

A Systematic Review. 

RESEARCH PLAN 

The present research is exploratory in nature. The study tries to find the significance of people perception regarding work 

of Indian Government to Control Corona Virus (Covid-19) in Jind region of Haryana. 

The data for this research project has been collected through self Administration. Due to time limitation and other 

constraints, direct personal interview study method is used. A structured questionnaire was farmed, as it consumes less 

time duration and is very important from the point of view of information, easier to tabulate and interpret. More ever, 

respondents prefer to give direct answer. 

Population 

Population or universe constitutes the entire people or members in the study area. All people considered for this research in 

the district Jind in Haryana state, constitute the population. 

Sample Design 

The complete study of all items in the population is known as a census inquiry. Sample is a group of few items, which 

represents the population or universe, from where it is taken. 

The samples for the study were selected with the help of convenient sampling method.  

Sampling Size 

The sample size of the study was 100. The area of study was Jind Region. 

DATA ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATION 

Data Analysis 

The data collected from respondents were analyzed for the drawing of conclusions. So in this, efforts have been made to 

analyze and interpret the collective data. 

A brief of analysis and interpretation are given below: 

Q1. Are you satisfied with the work of Indian Government to control Corona Virus (Covid-19)? 

Table 1 
Response 

Yes 98% 
No 02% 
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Figure 1 

 
Comment: About 98% of people are satisfied with the work of Indian Government to Control Corona Virus (Covid-19) in 

Jind region of Haryana. But, about 2% of people are not satisfied with the work of Indian Government to Control Corona 

Virus (Covid-19) in Jind region of Haryana. So, according to the data we can says that maximum of the population are 

satisfied with the work of Indian Government to Control Corona Virus (Covid-19) in Jind region of Haryana. 

Q2. Are you thinking that Lockdown is the only best way to control Corona Virus (Covid-19)? 

Table 2 

Response 
Yes 97% 
No 3% 

 

 

Figure 2 

 
Comment: About 97% of people are agreeing with that Lockdown is the only best way to control Corona Virus (Covid-

19). But, about 3% of people are not agreeing with that Lockdown is the only best way to control Corona Virus (Covid-

19). So according to the data, we can say that majority of the population thing that Lockdown is the only best way to 

control Corona Virus (Covid-19). 
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Q3. Do you think that our PM Narendra Modi’s decision on Lockdown-2 is favorable for the Nation? 

Table 3 

Response 
Yes 96% 
No 04% 

 

 

Figure 3 

 
Comment: About 96% of people are agreeing with that our PM Narendra Modi’s decision about Lockdown-2 is favorable 

for the Nation. But, about 4% of people are not agreeing with that our PM Narendra Modi’s decision about Lockdown-2 is 

favorable for the Nation. So according to the data, we can say that maximum of the people agree with our PM Narendra 

Modi’s decision about Lockdown-2, which is considered as favorable for the Nation. 

Q4. Are you getting all the necessary goods & services in this lockdown period?  

Table 4 
Response 

Yes 77% 
No 23% 

 

 

Figure 4 
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Comment: About 77% of people say that they are getting all the necessary goods & services, in this lockdown period. But, 

about 23% of people say that they are not getting all the necessary goods & services in this lockdown period. So, according 

to the data, we can say that maximum numbers of people are getting all the necessary goods & services, in this lockdown 

period. 

Q5. Are you satisfied with the work of Indian Government to help poor people in this lockdown period? 

Table 5 
Response 

Yes 84% 
No 16% 

 

 

Figure 5 
 
Comment: About 84% of people are satisfied with the work of Indian Government, to help poor people in this lockdown 

period. But, about 16% of people are not satisfied with the work of Indian Government to help poor people, in this 

lockdown period. So according to the data, we can say that maximum of people are satisfied with the work of Indian 

Government to help poor people, in this lockdown period. 

FINDINGS 

From the Analysis and Interpretation of the data, the followings findings emerged: 

• About 98% of people are satisfied with the work of Indian Government to Control Corona Virus (Covid-19) in 

Jind region of Haryana. 

• About 97% of people are agreeing with that, Lockdown is the only best way to control Corona Virus (Covid-19).  

• About 96% of people are agreeing with that our PM Narendra Modi’s decision about Lockdown-2 is favorable for 

the Nation. 

• About 77% of people say that they are getting all the necessary goods & services in this lockdown period.  

• About 84% of people are satisfied with the work of Indian Government to help poor people, in this lockdown 

period.  
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Limitations of Study 

This study too has its limitations, which limit the applicability and validity of the study. They are: 

• The sample size was small and cannot be applied to the entire population. 

• The people can’t show the interest to give there feedback. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Overall, we can say that the most of the about 98% of people are satisfied with the work of Indian Government to Control 

Corona Virus (Covid-19) in Jind region of Haryana. About 97% of people are agreeing with that, Lockdown is the only 

best way to control Corona Virus (Covid-19).About 96% of people are agreeing with that our PM Narendra Modi’s 

decision about Lockdown-2 is favorable for the Nation. About 77% of people say that they are getting all the necessary 

goods & services in this lockdown period. About 84% of people are satisfied with the work of Indian Government to help 

poor people in this lockdown period. So according to the data, we can say that maximum of the population are satisfied 

with the work of Indian Government to Control Corona Virus (Covid-19) in Jind region of Haryana. 
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